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National Racing Legend, Bob
“Hurricane” Hannah
pulled John’s winning
ticket at the
60th Anniversary
and 2014 D36 Awards
Banquet held January
31, 2015

KTM 300XC
BIKE WINNER!

John Hampton
DOUBLE HEADER FOR 2014 LAO BIKE WINNER!
January 31, 2015

All American Speedway, Roseville, CA.

On January 31st of this year, somebody had
a very good day…………………
Long time District 36 Member John Hampton had a very good night at the 2014
Awards Banquet held this past January. Not
only did he bring home the #1 Plate in the
D36 SRT Cross Country Series “A” Masters
Class, he brought home the plate that will go
just perfect on his new race bike – A KTM
300 XC!.
Even after the ticket was drawn from the
brass barrel, nobody knew who won until after the entire Runner Up prizes were drawn
and the winner’s names called. To insure
ABSOLUTE fairness in the drawing, the LAO
BIKE ticket is drawn FIRST, thus insuring everybody had an equal chance, then TAPED to
the front of the podium, and only then was
the winner announced. (see picture of ticket)
Yes, the winning ticket for the 2014 massively tricked out brand spanking new and
shiny KTM 300 XC 2 Stroke electric start and
6 speed gearbox fire-breather – was pulled
by none other than multi-time National MX
Champion and legend Bob “Hurricane” Han-

nah, on the stage in front of over 700
folks………..
Tension mounted for a few minutes as nobody responded at first to the announced
winner because the winner was way in the
back of the big hall, and due to noise levels,
he did not hear it at first……….Then came the
whooping and hollering as you can imagine.
Ah sounds of joy from the winner, and the
groans from those that did not take home
the trophy fish this night….
To say John was a wee bit excited would
be the understatement of the year, and his
million dollar smile identified clearly his absolute “Yes, I am a happy boy” reaction to
the BIG PRIZE. Like many of the previous
winners of the largest fundraiser D36 does,
he was surprised at all the trick Goodies and
OEM take offs that come with the bike. Right
there is thousands of dollars alone, and that
is just the stuff off the bike. A Custom Bike
Stand with one off graphics, a nice set of
fresh Dunlop’s for use later were just a few
of the items he took home.
continued on page 3 ……..
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Cross Country Racing
by Raymond Spore
It is hard to believe that we are already 4
races into the 2015 XC series.
Hope the racing has been going well for you?
There has certainly been some great racing
out there in the dirt.
We had a great start to the season at the
Prairie City GP once again. A wonderful Polka
Dots designed course greeted us, made even
more challenging by the thick fog that blanketed the park. This left a lot of racers riding
about without goggles after a few minutes of
racing.
At this event we added a new class to the
program as a trial run…The AA Vet class. This
class will slowly continue to build as the year
goes on. Huge turnout of racers and a very
well run event made for a whole lot of fun
being had out there.
Then we talk about challenging…We all
moved on to Oasis raceway for round #2.
Once again the weather gods did not shine
favorably on Jeff Irwin and his crew. But, undaunted by this years best storm, the crew
pulled together a fun and rideable course for
us to race on against all odds. Sure, there
were challenges (water, rain, wind, mud!)…
But, after it was said and done, not enough
great things can be said about all the hard
work that the Irwin Crew put into this event to
make it happen for us. And those poor B riders!! I have not seen a down pour of rain like
this during a race since Hangtown 1991 And
the riders just kept smiling and laughing as
they came through check. What else could
you do? Amazing!
And speaking of home check…That rain
came down so hard that it fried half of the
score/timekeeping equipment during the

Inside this issue:
event. So, A Big Thank You to Kelly and Lauren in the scoring tent that braved the monsoon rain and wind to hand score every rider
to the best they could. Yes, we had some
scoring issue…Sorry for that! But, all said and
done, an exceptional job was done by many
to do the best possible under some tough
circumstances! Whew! Tough one!
Salinas Ramblers put together an amazing
and challenging course for all to enjoy down
at the Picacho Creek National. A very long
drive for many of us, but this club made the
travel well worth the time and effort. Some
incredible National level racing happened out
in the dirt. I saw more than one “very tired”
racer at the finish line, as it should be.
Great job Guys and Gals!
The very next weekend, we rolled up to
MMX Raceway in Marysville. Jerrod Fisher
and crew massaged their sand and jumps to
give us a track that was truly a blast to race
on. By the shear numbers of riders that came
to race, more than just myself must enjoy this
place, as we had one of the highest total rider
counts of the year. Very Nice!
Now, after a few weeks of rest and recovery, it’s time for us all to get back into the
final three great races of the spring series.
(probably already have by the time you read
this).
So, onward to Hollister Hills, followed by the
Roosters race at Carnegie, then a short run
up the state to the beautiful and challenging
Shasta Dam GP National.
Please remember…Race hard, stay safe,
have fun, and don’t forget to slow down in the
scoring chute and say Hi!
Raymond Spore
D36 Cross Country Steward

Things dogs must remember:
I will not play tug-of-war with Dad's
underwear when he's on the toilet.
The garbage collector is NOT stealing our stuff.

My wife sat down on the couch next to
me as I was flipping the channels. She
asked, "What's on TV?" I said, "Dust."

New Mandated Alcohol Warning Label:

…...And that's when the fight started

WARNING: consumption of alcohol may
make you think you are whispering when
you are not.

Pop Quiz
Tool Definition:
BELT SANDER: An electric sanding tool
commonly used to convert minor touch-up
jobs into major refinishing jobs.

20 pigeons sat on the branches of a tree. A
man shot 1 pigeon with his gun. How many
were left on the tree? (answer page 35)
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Update Your District
36 Membership
Is your District 36 membership
expired or getting close? The
2015 competition season is
upon us, so if you need to renew
your membership or want to extend it why wait until the first
meet? Renew now and go prepared.
To renew or extend your District
36 Membership go here: Renew
My Membership
Have you moved, changed your
email address and/or phone
number? If so please send Jill,
our Membership Director, an
email with your updated information so she can update our records. Email Jill (pease include
your D36# in the email)
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A few weeks later, John picked up his bike at NOR-CAL MOTORSPORTS who was nice enough to come in on a day
they were closed so all the folks involved could be there
and big thanks to Dave Duffin who drove up from the central valley to take all the neat photographs……….
And guess what, there was that BIG smile again on
John’s face as he said “Dave, do you have any tickets for
the 2015 LAO Bike?” All I could say is, “they are at the
printers as we speak.”
John will be buying ticket # 0001-0005, as he earned
that right……………. Congrats John!
Each year I am amazed at the huge support folks have
for the biggest Legislative Action Office fundraiser we
have, and seeing folks buying those tickets for a chance at
the dream bike, but those folks that bought those tickets
are the REAL winners here. They INVESTED in their sport,
in OHV, and the absolute love they have for all things motorcycle, and the LAO program itself.
And every year I am amazed by the support of the business community that donates all those trick parts, and to
the folks that worked on the bike, transported it all over
the state, the folks that stood in the cold and rain and the
hot race days in the sun selling tickets. Those folks are the
heroes, the ones that make up what we know as TEAM
LAO – THE DISTRICT 36 LEGISLATIVE ACTION OFFICE RACE
TEAM! THANK YOU!
And I must give thanks to Patrick Garrahan for brokering
the first LAO KTM many years ago, and tied in the KTM
Contingency Program many of you have taken advantage
of, as well as Eric & Susan DuCray as the presenter dealer
that own Nor-Cal Motorsports for all their financial contributions to the LAO program and this fundraiser.
And not to be forgotten are the good folks that supplied
the products that made this bike special, and they too contributed to our land use battles via their generosity to
keeping public land OPEN to the public: KTM USA, Trail
Tech, FMF, Dunlop, GUTS Racing, Works Connection, SRT
Racing, Motion Pro, Matrix Concepts, Factory Pipe, LLC,
Sierra Motorsports, IRC Tires, Nor-Cal Motorsports, HangtownMX.com, Acerbis,, Bell Helmets Roseville Kawasaki,
707 Racing, Nihilo Racing, Clockwork KTM, TM Designworks, Flexx Handlebars, Dirt Tricks, Motoflakmount,
Shorai Batteries, GOT, Racer Decal, DDNMC, Cycle Gear,
Go-Pro and 100%.....And last but not least, Triple Double
Kudos to Kraig Traum for his years and years of work on
the LAO bike program behind and in front of the scenes.
And with that, the 2015 KTM 200 XC-W is our next fundraiser bike, probably one of the absolute most fun motorcycles to ride in the world. Tickets available by the time
you read this.
Thanks for reading this story.
Dave Pickett
Legislation Action Office Director.

The Banquet In Photos On The Next 8 Pages

Page 3
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Our District 36 Family

Photos by Dave Duffin

Your District 36 Team
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Bob “Hurricane” Hannah
Drawing The LAO Bike
Winning Ticket

The winning Ticket
(drawn first and taped to
the podium) still unannounced as the other prize
tickets were drawn.

BIKE WINNER John

Hampton

With plenty of other great stuff, the Prize Winners list goes on:
Matrix Pit Package - Ken Peschel
Honda 2000 Generator - Rick Guidice
Alpinestar Tech 7 Boots - Ray Feldman
Motion Pro Package - Jack Lunsford
IRC Tire Package - Tery Wardley

Bell Helmet - Steve Kortoff
Bilt Gear Bag - Mike Sandy
SRT Bike Stand - Eddie Soto
SRT Pop Up Canopy - Robert Curry
SRT Folding Ramp - Mark Kerling

Go Pro Hero 3 w/ MotoFlakMount - Troy Smithson
Trackside Folding Ramp from Cycle Gear - Kwiemy Ly
Congratulations to all the winners and a huge THANK YOU to all
those that purchased tickets in support of the District 36 LAO
program that works full time to keep our riding areas open.

The District 36 LAO Booth
With Jennifer Orth and Kraig Traum

A Very Special Guest
Racing Legend
Bob “Hurricane” Hannah
Photos by Dave Duffin
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Jill Patterson receiving the
Jim Hutzler Award.
The Jim Hutzler Award is
given once a year at the
District 36 awards banquet
to honor and acknowledge
someone that gives the
highest level of service to
District 36 in any area of
activity.
Congratulations Jill!!
Did you know?
This award was created in
the name of Jim Hutzler to
honor him as an AMA
Congressman and District
36 Board member for the
more than 20 years of tireless and generous dedication that he gave to every
aspect of motorcycling.

Stefan Lemcke
Marius Salone
Bob Hannah

Bradley Petterson

Past Jim Hutzler Award Recipients
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

-

Cliff Glidden
Rick Guidice
Wade & Kathy Tuma
Ed Tobin
Chris Carter
Mike Damaso
Jeff Ogden, NMP
Fred Sumrall
Oakland MC
Eddie Diaz
Kraig Traum
Dave Pickett
Dave Duffin
Don Amador

Lowe Lord

Frank Bruce
Photos by Dave Duffin
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The Future Of District 36
(and they’re already fast!)

The Motion Pro Team headed up by Chris Carter (c).
Motion Pro is the Title Sponsor for the District 36
Youth Championship Cross Country Series

(L-R) Jim Nelson (D36 Shirt) - Lauren Bettencourt
Kelly Bettencourt - Becca Lotspeich
Hosting The Raffle Booth

Second Place LAO Raffle Prize, Matrix Pit Package
Won by Ken Peschel

Kevin Bridges and his fiancé Penny with Jeff “Krek” Krekelburg
At the Dirt Diggers Hosted Bar, a popular gathering place!
Thank you Dirt Diggers!
Photos by Dave Duffin
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Continued next 3 pages….

Photos by Dave Duffin
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Photos by Dave Duffin

Chaplain Fred
(for the four of you out there
that don’t know him).

See his column on page
12 of this issue
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Photos by Dave Duffin
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Chaplain Fred’s Column Returns!
Hello Friends and Family!
Now that Spring is upon us, we can truly appreciate what Easter represents – light coming into our dark, dark world.
When dead becomes alive. We have ‘fresh’ and ‘new’ all around us – the grass, the blossoms, the leaves and so
much renewed life. This is what God’s love has done for us!
Lately, there is something that has been weighing heavy on my heart. In looking back on where District 36 has
been these last 50 years, we’ve made a lot of progress. The investment we’ve made to include youth, women and
whole families in our racing programs could be lost in just a heartbeat.
We need to remember to love and respect one another and we need to treat each other better. When young people
are involved, they witness our behavior, they see our body language and they hear our words. We must consider what
kind of lasting impact we leave upon them and not say things we can never take back.
What kind of impression are we leaving on our youth and the new racers and their
families who come to our events? Are we welcoming them with our behavior, or are we
alienating them?
The ‘big picture’ needs to be our priority. We need to keep other people’s needs and
interests above our own. We need to keep ourselves from getting sidetracked by our individual wants.
Our racers who reach the podium, our elected officials who get voted into office and all
of us who participate in off road riding and racing – we are all responsible for upholding
the integrity of our group and for passing along a positive image to everyone around us.
Recently, God showed me that one of our young men knows that the ‘big picture’ is
more important than his own desire to try and win a race. At the Marysville hare scrambles, Mason Parker was battling with his competitors for position near the front. With all the race adrenalin and energy these young men have, as they jumped one of the table tops, two of them collided and crashed. They scrambled
to get themselves and their bikes up and going again. Mason got going first – but, after he went maybe 50 yards, he
turned around to come back and help the other downed rider, who was still trying to walk it off. Mason didn’t want to
just race away, he wanted to be responsible. He knew that his personal wish to win was not more important than the
‘big picture.’
Seeing that just filled my heart with so much joy! God certainly speaks to us when we least expect it. God reminded
me that leading by example and loving each other is precisely what the ‘big picture’ is all about.
This Easter, I encourage you to remember the Love that God showed for us when Jesus paid the price for our sins.
Let’s work harder to encourage the positive in each other and avoid the bitter taste of the negative. We need to let
love help us make our decisions and guide our actions.
Happy Easter!

Fred Sumrall

NEW SIGNAGE ON ROAD ADVISING D36!
Living in Amador County, I noticed this "Mile Marker" along Hwy 88
just a mile from my house. I looked at it, then looked at again, and said:
Whoa! That says AMA 36.............
So what that AMA means Amador County, 88 is the highway number, and 36 is
the mileage marker starting at the eastern portion of Amador county coming in
from Nevada. Well, I just HAD to fix that boring sign with appropriate D36 &
AMA Stickers to dress it up a bit...... Cool!
Dave Pickett D36 LAO
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District 36 B/C Championship Enduro Series Rules
The total score of ALL the events held minus 1 throwaway will determine the winner in each class and series overall
winner.
Bonus Series Points: Help the club PRIOR TO “DAY BEFORE EVENT”, DAY OF EVENT AND HELP CLEAN UP AFTERWARDS, and receive an additional 10 bonus points, applies to both club members and non-club members. Verification by hosting club. These points will be in addition to the regular work points.
ENDURO SERIES RULES
B and C classes’ will be structured as follows: 86-200 2&4 Strokes, 201-250 2&4 Strokes, 251-Open 2&4 Strokes,
Vets, Seniors, Super Seniors, Masters and Women. Series Class trophies will be awarded to at least the top three (3)
riders in each class and to the top three (3) OA in each B & C category. Series points are not transferable from class
to class or from the C to B or B to A. It is the rider’s responsibility to make sure they enter the correct class and that
it is reflected correctly on the results when they become final (see rulebook). Work points (club must notify the steward in writing) per rulebook. Work points are calculated the same as the A Championship series rules provide, plus
any bonus points earned by satisfying the Bonus Series Points requirements as explained above. Series points are
not used for advancement, but you will still earn regular advancements points. Advancement per rulebook. Series
ties broken per rulebook. There will be at least 1 throwaway for the series regardless of event cancellations, (the
lowest score if a rider attends all or a no show)
You must participate in 51% of the District 36 B/C Championship Enduro Series to be a series participant.
For additional D36 ENDURO information contact John Davis by e-mail at enduro@ama-d36.org

This Series is funded entirely by the clubs for the riders; Riders join a
club and support the sport, to ensure we will continue to have these
events & series.
Enduro Stewards Report
by John Davis

Enduro Season is starting up soon after this newsletter is released. It will be a 7
round series this year basically the same events we have had the last few years.
Opening round is The Sawmill on April 19 2015. They will be using the Brand Q
format. Both the 49er and the WFO are also part of the West Chec series.
The Wild Horse has been moved to Saturday September 26 2015. WSRA Has
cancelled the Wild Pony FE. They will be holding a MRANN HS event on Sunday the Guess I shoulda fixed this at home
27th. These changes are due to low ridership over the last few years so they are
attempting something new. Come out and support the Wild Horse or it might not be on the schedule in 2016.
For 2015 KTM and Husky contingencies will be paid for year-end series finishes. Check out KTM at ktmcash.com
and Husky at racehusky.com, You must be signed up to participate. What I like is that 2012 to 2015 year models
are eligible.
Other rider sponsorship stuff is in the works but not 100% finalized at the time of writing this report.
SRT, 707 and GOT are back for 2015. So, Please support the series sponsors. Plus I want to thank them all for
what they do for the series.
By the way the work points rule has been modified so that if you are not an Enduro Sponsoring club member you
get the same work points as if you were. If you have never worked an event you should try it out. It gives you a look
at the other side.
John Davis
AMA-District 36 Enduro Steward
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WHEN MEN WERE MEN, AND MOTORBIKES HANDLED LIKE FAT TOADS.
Back in 1970, the Hayward Motorcycle Club held their annual Cowbell Enduro. In
those days, entrants up to 750 were allowed and the enduro ran rain or shine, but at this
event a monsoon decided to descend in buckets from the heavens.
In the picture, taken days after the event, you see a helicopter lifting bikes out of ravines that were impassable.
Stories exist of many bikes that are “still up there and buried in the mud” as a horrendous rain soaked the event like has never been seen before.
Anyway, next time you think the enduro you just rode was tough, think back to the
bikes of the era before electronic ignitions were the mainstay of a modern machine.
Many a rider pulled the ignition cover and tried to dry out the “points” of those machines
and “dress” them with the cover from a pack of matches………. ah history, and the good
old days – when bikes handled like a wheel barrow with a flat tire, suspension in the rear
was a massive 4”, bark busters were yet to be invented, but “Elephant Ears” of all sorts
were fabricated out of one gallon plastic jugs and strapped on with hose clamps and bailing wire to the latest 36” wide chrome plated high carbon racing handlebars.
I do wonder if they ever found that Penton 100cc Berkshire with the leading link front forks, or that tricked out DKW
125 6 speed with chrome luggage rack.
And one can never forget when darkness came for many, and shouts of “damn Lucas electrics” were heard
throughout the damp and wet woods. It does makes one wonder if plastic zip ties and duct tape had even been invented back then. And, oh my gosh, the sweet smell of Blendzall pre-mix that still exists to this day.
Guys, keep your racing memories alive, and relish every ride you have and do – as one day when we look back on
today from 2060, and 45 years will have passed, you will be laughing at that overweight pig of a motorcycle you race
today.
Gosh, I miss the smell of 20:1 pre-mix……………………… 
Thank you Hayward MC for NEVER saying die!
Dave Pickett
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Look for our products at your local motorcycle shop!
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Why We Should Care About CARB (California Air Resources Board)
I get that question all the time in reference to the many green/red sticker issues we here at D36 face.
The answer is this agency is tasked with enhancing clean air in California. To that end, the motorcycles
we ride emit a certain amount of pollutants that affect the quality of the air we all breath. How much,
however, and where our vehicles fit in with other polluting vehicles and equipment in the "great air quality
issue," is the source of a lot of controversy.
In 1997 or so, the debate on how dirty popular two-stroke motors were became a big issue, and CARB did
some testing that showed these motors and how much time they were used (mileage) would cause significant air pollution. Thus, the red sticker was born to keep these dirty (red sticker) vehicles out of
smoggy (non-attainment areas)--and the downward spiral of two-stroke motors started. They were, in turn,
replaced with four-stroke motors that were thought to be cleaner (green sticker) and life went on unless
you owned a two-stroke.
Last year CARB decided to revisit the off-highway motorcycle and see again how much pollutants they
were contributing to the air. In response to this, District 36 was very proactive in asking for a transparent
and scientific evaluation. District 36 formed a coalition of other interested parties, including District 37,
AMA, and ORBA (Off Road Business Association), to hire a professional engineer versed in motorcycle
emissions, oils, and engines to partner with CARB in observing and assisting CARB in the testing of these
off-road motorcycles, both two- stroke and four-stroke racing motorcycles as well as trail bikes.
Initial results seem to point to the simple fact that these machines (two-strokes, as well) do not contribute
as much to pollution in the air as was thought before. Not to mention that the actual time these vehicles
are ridden is not nearly as much as CARB was led to believe. So the numbers are generally in favor of offhighway vehicles not being a major contributor to bad air that everyone thought.
So where do we go from here. The answer is that further testing and evaluations will continue under the
observation of our engineer, and sometime in the future there will come a time for CARB to decide where
these off-road vehicles fit in the grand scheme of quality air.
We are hoping that by gaining a honest, transparent and scientific evaluation of our vehicles and their
actual usage that CARB would see our vehicles as a minor player in the actual creation of poor air quality
and modify the regulations, revisiting the red sticker program restricting the use of these vehicles in most
places. This idea has the support of the Off-Highway Vehicle Commission.
You can be very proud of your contribution, by being a District 36
member, to not only quality air for everyone, but the unrestricted,
expanded and continued use of off-highway vehicles in all locales
in California.
Jerry Fouts
President AMA-District 36
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Going Racing…..BE PREPARED
By Bill McGibbon

reprint

Going to a District 36 race? Well the best advice anyone will give you is to “Be Prepared”. One must be
ready both physically and mentally. So ask yourself, “Self, am I up for this race?” And if the answer is yes
then look to your bike and ask yourself, “Self, is my bike up for this race?” The reason for doing this is we
have all found that prepping one’s bike in the garage at home is a lot easier that trying to get it prepped or
fixed just before the race starts. The stress of finding out there is a problem with your motorcycle just before a race and trying to get it fixed in time for the start takes a toll on the mental aspect of being prepared.
I know….let’s go visit Harold Hapless…….
Putting on my new muffler was way easier than I thought it would be and I was just putting the side cover
on when from behind me came a, “Wow, Harold My Man got himself a new scooter. Nice.”
“Hey Tommy, what’s up?” I said to my good friend as he entered the garage.
“Not much. Just came by to see what you’re up to and as usual you’re playing with motorcycles and it
looks like you got yourself a new toy,” he said grinning.
“Yea, check it out. I just picked it up last week from Davy Dunderhead. The only problem so far is I had
to spend an extra hundred and a half on this stupid muffler.” I sniveled.
“That bike looks pretty new to have to be replacing the muffler so soon,” Tommy said.
“Well the fact is there wasn’t a darn thing wrong with the muffler on it but I went to the ‘Ride Fast or Go
Home Hare Scrambles’ last weekend and the jerk at the tech inspection tent wasn’t going to let me race
‘cause it didn’t have a spark arrestor. Dude, I was so pissed that I’d driven all that way and had even
signed up and paid my fees and then he’s says, ‘You do know that you don’t have a spark arrestor and
without one you can’t race, don’t you?’ So I told him he didn’t know what he was talking about and in fact it
did have a spark arrestor.”
“Uh oh, I know where this is going. Please don’t tell me you argued with him,” Tommy pleaded.
“Well it wasn’t much of an argument. I told him what for and he just stood there listening to me rant for
a while then calmly said, ‘I hear what you’re saying but it doesn’t change the fact that there is no spark arrestor in the muffler.’ Then he demonstrated with a wire probe that went all the way through the muffler.
He explained that with a functioning arrestor the wire would not be able to pass through and also that the
rules state there must be a spark arrestor as well as the fact that it was also listed on the flyer as being required. A discussion that I just couldn’t win no matter how much I argued and pleaded,” I moaned.
“Those pesky rules again,” Tommy snickered.
“Oh and that aint’ all, the guy then had the gall to tell me that the bike was too loud and didn’t meet the
sound requirement. So I puffed up my little chest and said, ‘Oh yea, and just how do you know that’?”
Tommy grinned. “And I know your gonna tell me that reply was a mistake too?”
“Yea…..he told me he could tell just by listening and when I started to say something he held up his
hand and produced a sound meter. The dumb bike tested and 100.3 db. Bummer,” I whined.
“So you said the tech guy was a jerk about the whole thing and I’m guessing that you were thinking it
was his fault your bike didn’t meet the requirements?” Tommy asked?
“Well, Ok so maybe it was me ‘cause I was so upset, but he could’ve given me a pass on this one race.
Don’t you think?”
Tommy very carefully replied, “Think about it Harold, if he gives you a pass then he has to give everybody a
pass and that’s just not fair to all that comply with the rules and requirements now is it? And if he starts
giving “passes” then word spreads and everyone now wants passes and soon other rules are having to be
overlooked and eventually chaos ensues. Don’t you think?”
Tommy, of course, was right. Damm him anyway.
“So what happened ?” Tommy asked.
Continued next page…….
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……..continued from previous page
“Oh I got to race. After I settled down the tech guy directed me to a
trailer where a guy was selling parts and I bought a spark arrestor insert
for the muffler. He did give me a pass on the sound telling me that they
were ‘in the process’ of bringing sound enforcement to the races. He
took my riding number and name and said that if I showed up at the
next race, or any race for that matter and it didn’t pass sound there
would be no further passes. And any current passes were only happening while they got the racers aware that compliance was soon to be
mandatory.”
“Well that seems more than fair. So how’d the race go?”
“Pretty bad. After the fiasco of getting to race I couldn’t seem to do
anything right on the course and finished second to last in class.”
“Guess you shouldn’t have blown up at the tech guy and got yourself all upset, huh? From your story it sounds like if you would have just
asked him in the first place what you could do to race you would have
saved yourself a lot of frustration not to mention time. So tell me, Harold, what did you learn from this experience?”
“That’s easy…Know the Rules and Be Prepared……Hey check out my
new muffler. 93db and a spark arrestor! Pretty cool, huh?”
“Ah, I thought you called it a ‘stupid muffler’?” Tommy chided.
“Go home Tommy.”
The moral of the story….As I’m always preaching….know the rules and please “Be Prepared” in spirit, body and
bike. It can save a lot of aggravation.
Oh and I’m usually the ‘jerk’ at the Cross Country and Enduro tech tents so please try not to be too hard on me. I
want everyone to race and will do what I can to help.
Bill McGibbon
AMA-D36 Director of Competition

We Want To Hear From You
….. that if you join or renew your AMA Membership by
clicking on the banner below or the same banner on
our website that District 36 gets a rebate for each
AMA membership? By using this link you can further
support District 36 at no additional cost to you.
So please Join or Renew your AMA Membership by
using our banner link. And, (drum roll please)……

Thank you

If you have questions or comments for us please
contact one of your District 36 Officials. To find
the appropriate official to address any questions
or comments, visit our District 36 Contact Page
for email addresses’ or phone numbers.
The only stupid question
is the one you don’t ask.
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My Great Soboba Adventure
by Jerry Fouts
I guess it was bound to happen, in my quest to fulfill my own bucket list of adventures before I finally take the
big dirt nap, I got myself invited to the infamous Soboba Trail Ride sponsored by Malcolm Smith. The event is put
on by the Soboba Tribe of Native Americans on their reservation just south of Palm Springs in the San Jacinto
mountains. It's a pretty laid back affair in the truest
trail ride sense; everyone from former National
Champ Scott Harden and Malcolm Smith were there,
along with the jeans and work boots crowd. I weaseled my way in with sound test guru Chris Real who
does sound testing and helps out with the event
every year. So naturally, when he told me that the
event was "only" thirty miles of single track and made
it seem like a cake walk, I showed up with my desert
gearing and crummy hand-guards. Low and behold-he swooped me again!
I started at the end of the three to four hundred
rider line figuring I would just putt along and enjoy
the easy ride, pass the slow guys at will with the six
speed 500 monster. Boy was I surprised! The first
canyon found me and my tall gearing in a very tight
steep wash with lots and lots of folks waiting for the
Jerry Fouts geared up and going
"jeans set" to climb out of a pretty simple hill
climb.....for half an hour. "No way" I said to myself, until the next wash proved to be almost as long a wait. So at
the next intersection a sweep pulled in front of me and said, "if you can climb up this (other) trail to the ridge, you
and all the folks behind you could rejoin the course and miss the dreaded bottleneck." Well being first in the new
line, I had to give it a try. So after pushing, pulling and cussing, I finally threw the big five into the big rut in the
middle and climbed right out. Guess the guys in the RUTS club really know what they are doing!
Anyway, it started to rain and the desert became a place of pure joy--until I hit a cactus in a turn (of probably
five thousand turns in this event!). Trust me - you do not want to shave these corners! So my thirty mile trail
ride turned into a three and a half hour super tight, wet, whippy bush, jersey tearing expedition. These guys specialized in mental exhaustion as every time the course turned down the mountain to the valley of the start (thank
God), they soon turned you back up again for some more twisty-turney fun.
The bottom line of this story is NEVER trust anyone who says its " just" thirty miles. But I'm guessing you already know that. So if you ever get the chance to go to this trail ride, don't miss it! The course traverses an incredible array of landscapes and grass lands that most of us never get a chance to ride on. It's a must on your
bucket list, just gear down and bring your toughest hand guards!

Interested In Working at Hangtown 2015?
This year the Hangtown National Motocross Classic is May 14, 15 and 16. Dirt Digger
MC need people that are experienced and hard workers. They feed you the entire weekend, you get prime camping in the worker area for free, and a great celebration BBQ on
Saturday night, as well as being part of a Historical event! Hangtown is the season
opener this year! Please come be a part of the biggest event in District 36 Territory!
Read the Worker Information letter carefully to see if you are up to the task and if so, download the Hangtown Worker Form, print, fill out, sign and send the completed form back to us by May 5! The mailing address and email address to return the completed Worker Form is listed on the Worker Information Letter.
Hangtown Worker Information Letter

Hangtown Worker Form
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Wild Piglet Family Enduro Report
by: Charlie Coiner

Conditions: Warm and Dusty

The Wild Piglet was held on Saturday, March 7th 2015. It was an off Cross Country weekend so I
decided to load up my bike and give it a try. I got down to Hollister’s Lower Ranch early and signed
up. I was lucky that I did because the lines were HUGE! It seemed that no one pre-entered and everyone was there to post enter and ride the event.
Time Keepers are good enduro riders, and they are good at putting on true time keeping events.
The first check came just past the 2.9 mile marker, and being on Row #1, I still saw 3 people ride
past me and burn the check. They were out of the hunt 15 minutes into the race. I liked it!
After check 2, which was an easy emergency check to come on time into, the nice pace “Family
Enduro” turned into a flat out race for this slow old man. I literally raced as fast as I could from
about mile 12 into gas at Mile 28. Yes there was free time to catch up, but once it was over, it was
Erica & Eric Krim
back on the GAS all the way to the end of the first loop.
Daughter and Father
At the gas stop, the Time Keepers gave us plenty of time to gas up, eat a lunch if needed, and still
have plenty of time to get back to the restart. After the restart on loop 2 I shortly realized we were
going to be riding the 1st loop again. I also noticed the speed averages were kicked up at the end of the loop so it was going to
be a fast one! Again, TMC gave us a 15 min break midway through the loop, but it was designed to not allow any rider to run
hot into their minute in order to stay on time. This time after check #7, it was a full on sprint to the finish! There was no way I
could keep up with that pace but I did my best. I had a blast riding the event and finished good on the overalls.
It appeared the event was a success based on all the entries I saw. For those who didn’t ride it because you don’t know how
to keep time, you missed out on a great day of fun in the sun doing what we all love to do. If you want to be competitive, spend
some time to learn to time keep. All you really need is a watch and odometer. There are plenty of
people out there who will ride with you and show you the ropes. You might like it once you try it.
Thank you Time Keepers for the great event, and KEEP TIME KEEPERS ALIVE!!
Charlie Coiner
Polka Dots MC 53X
PS – We hope to see you at our event on May 9th; the Family 49er
Row 27 waiting for their start
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Dirt Track Racing 2015
A memorial was held on March 21, 2014 for Jerry Curry. Jerry was a long time dirt track racer and is
remembered fondly by all who knew and competed against him. Jerry was born on February 25, 1930
and passed November 6, 2014. Godspeed Jerry. We also mourn the passing of David Valentine, Dirt
Track racer and longtime member of the Lodi Motorcycle club. David passed away March 22, 2015
The Dirt Track season is upon on us again. Lodi Motorcycle Club is holding an open practice for everyone before the opening race of the season.
The track has been cut in and is well on the way for the season opener. Open
practice will be held on April 4. Everyone is invited to come on out and get their
bikes dialed for the first race of our series scheduled for April 11.
There are 18 rounds in the Championship Dirt Track Series this year. We are
looking forward to a competitive and successful season.
Dave Bickle
District 36 Dirt Track Steward

Definition of a Gentleman:

Something only women understand:

One that holds the door for his wife
while she carries in the groceries.

Taking a car trip without trying
to beat your best time.
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New for Distrcit 36 Enduros:
“The Hangtown Motocross Classic
Zero The First Check Award”
The Dirt Diggers North MC, host of
the Hangtown Motorcross Classic,
has come through as a sponsor for
District 36 Enduros in 2015.
This is like a hole shot award for
the Cross Country races. But a little different.
How it works: The rider with the best score at the first
check wins. For a Qualifier or National format it will be
the best score in the first Special Section. One class will
be selected before the start of the meet and only that
class will be eligible for an award. Class selection will be
by a random drawing before the meet. Ties will be broken by random drawing.
"The Hangtown Motocross Classic Zero the First
Check Award" will consist of 2 Adult Hangtown general
admission tickets. Tickets won at District 36 Enduros
before the May 5th Hangtown will be good for the 2015
Hangtown race and tickets won at District 36 Enduros
after the 2015 Hangtown will be good for the 2016
Hangtown race.

Thank you Dirt Diggers!

Al Fitch Speaks Out
Come race r CC races. U will b happy u did.
Keep your Kids on the right “track”.
Al Fitch
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“Gooey Old Grease”

WWW .DPSTECHNICAL.COM

A Basic Understanding Of
Lubricating Grease

“GOOEY OLD GREASE”
BY CHRIS REAL
CERTIFIED LUBRICATION SPECIALIST

Welcome to this issue of DPS Technical’s “Tech
Info. I thought that I would give some attention
to a lubrication subject that is often overlooked,
which is the importance of lubricating grease. In
this article I wish to bring a basic understanding
of the importance of the different types of lubricating grease for automotive, watercraft, motorcycles and general industrial applications.
Grease is often considered as one of the
“Fill-For-Life” lubricants, and this may be
true, because if grease lubricated components are not maintained, the component
may die, resulting in new grease being installed, along with the new part. Sorry, just
some lube engineer humor…
Grease is one of those products that performs
many very important functions, but is not talked
about often. Grease is one of the oldest types of
lubrication, and its history dates back to when
mechanical devices first required lubrication.
Grease in automotive applications performs
many functions; it is used to provide lubrication
to moving parts where regular fluid lubrication is
not possible or practical. Grease is a
“thickened” lubricating product that is manufactured with a consistency to “stay-in place”.
Grease also often provides a sealing function to
keep contamination out of moving parts, to encapsulate and neutralize foreign materials such
as acids, water, and other corrosive or abrasive
materials. Grease also is formulated to hold the

necessary additives onto the surface to provide
proper lubrication & protection, as well as to
provide protection from shock loading.
There are many different types of greases, with
widely varying chemistries and functions, but
this article is intended to only give a brief overview of the products that we may use for our
vehicles.
In most of our workshops we will usually have 3
types of grease for our vehicles. Generally we
will have White Grease, Brown Grease and
Dark colored Grease. It is important to have an
understanding of some of the primary specifications pertaining to Grease.
The Viscosity or “thickness” is expressed in a
NLGI Number. Liquidizing Temperature or
Dropping Point, and the Maximum Load Carrying capability, usually expressed with a Timken bearing “OK Load rating” of the product. It
is also useful to have an idea of what Type of
Thickener is used in the grease.
The NLGI (National Lubricating Grease Institute) has many other standards, specifications,
and terms to rate and identify grease, but due to
space considerations it is not possible to go into
full detail in this article.
The NLGI number indicates the consistency or
Viscosity “thickness” of grease. The higher the
number, the “stiffer” the grease.

Gooey Old Grease - A Basic Understanding Of Lubricating Grease
By Chris Real, CLS ©2000

continued next page……
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Automotive application greases are generally a #2
Grade, with the exception of the grease that goes
into antique vehicles gear cases and rear ends,
and the grease which is used for the CV joints in
front wheel drive vehicles or in some equipment.
These applications require a thinner type of
grease, usually a “00” and additionally, the FWD
grease may have special lubricating properties.
“00” type greases are more fluid than a #2 grease,
and generally will not “cake” and starve the intended lubrication points, however a semi-fluid
grease generally requires mechanical assistance
to insure that it stays in place. The liquidizing temperature or Dropping Point is an important specification because it is an indication of the temperature where the grease thins & turns back into oil,
and will start to run. This specification is referred
to as the “Dropping Point”.

The color of the grease is not a sure way of knowing what the load carrying capability of the product
is, however generally speaking, the darker the
product, the higher the concentration of load carriers, friction reducers and anti-wear components,
such as Molybdenum, Graphite etc. Be aware that
greases are often tinted for identification purposes, and the color is not an accurate way of rating a grease’s specifications.

In the event that the lubricating surface gets contaminated or too hot, or if a grease with too low of
a Dropping Point is used in a high heat application, the grease may melt, and run away from the
required lubrication point, and a lack of lubrication
failure may occur.

The thickener that is used in different types of
grease is a very important factor for greases. Lithium Complex greases are the most common,
with a Lithium Soap type being used as the primary thickener. Aluminum-Complex and CalciumComplex greases also may be found. Care should
be taken when selecting grease because the
thickeners may not be compatible, and when mixing greases that have different bases, problems
such as thinning may occur.

The load carrying capability of grease is also a
very important specification to consider. This is
indicated by referring to a load test specification,
such as the Timken bearing test, and is identified
as “Timken OK Load” with pounds of load applied. For instance, White grease is a product that
is good for use on rubber, plastic or low-load pivot
points & linkages. White grease may have a Timken OK Load of 20-30 Lb., and have a dropping
point 275°-350° F.
A “General Purpose” Chassis grease (usually amber-brown in color) may have a Timken OK Load
of 30-40 Lb., and a dropping point of 300°-400° F.
An “EP” or Extreme Pressure Bearing Grease
(usually very dark in color) may have a Timken
OK Load of 60+ Lb. with a dropping point of 375°500° F. Some specialty greases will have higher
dropping points and might be a requirement for
some applications.

Each type of grease has its own perfect use, and
may not be ideally suited to interchange with the
other types of grease for proper lubrication. It is
also important to note that due to the components
used in greases, certain other considerations may
be a factor in the correct selection of a grease,
including cleanup, other grease compatibility,
solubility in oil, pollution, health risks etc.

Presently, “Synthetic Greases” are available.
These greases are formulated with synthetic oil
components, and are gaining popularity in the
market place, the synthetic oil portion of the product is less prone to thermal (heat) degradation,
and synthetic greases will generally last longer in
sustained temperature applications. Be aware that
synthetic greases typically use conventional thickeners, and are subject to the same precautions as
their mineral oil containing counterparts.
The synthetic greases are high quality products,
but they should be changed just as frequently as
petroleum or mineral based greases if they are
used in environments where contamination is a
possibility.
continued next page……

Gooey Old Grease - A Basic Understanding Of Lubricating Grease
By Chris Real, CLS ©2000
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It is highly recommended to clean grease lubricated components on a fairly regular basis, because like all other types of lubrication, grease
gets contaminated & may degrade with long
term use, and some basic maintenance is necessary.
For Your Informat ion….
“Gooey Old Grease” additional Information.
Smelling, feeling or tasting may not evaluate
grease’s quality. Quality greases are difficult to
evaluate by using these methods, all greases
will have similar odors, colors, and textures. Additionally, some greases contain constituents
that when ingested can have health hazards.
“Water resistant grease” does not totally repel
water. Water almost always gets into grease
during use, water in concentrations between
20%-100% of the grease’s volume (depending
upon the thickener) in many instances combines through absorption with the grease without diluting it, however, the more water the
grease absorbs, the thinner the grease becomes, and eventually the grease gets washed
away, or pockets of water become trapped and
lubrication and corrosion protection is compromised.
The Dropping Point is the temperature where
the grease loses its consistency, and will release. It is important to be aware that the
grease’s optimum useable temperature range is
usually 40°- 60°C (80°-125°F) below the dropping point. Remember that a high dropping
point grease are not always superior to other
greases, but the high dropping point grease will
take more temperature, and not necessarily
more load…

Grease should not be used in many areas
where oil products contact the grease, such as
in the assembly of engines, hydraulic systems &
pumps, transmissions etc. The exception to this
is where the equipment manufacturer recommends packing a seal with grease, or lubricating
a shaft etc.
Grease should not be used for general assembly due to the fact that if grease is used in assembly it may not melt or dissolve and allow the
oil to lubricate the part, and semisolid grease
deposits can plug oil pick-up screens, passages
& oil filters. Additionally, the different soap type
thickeners in grease may promote oil foaming,
and it may be very difficult to completely flush
the system of the entire grease residue.
If you are assembling an engine, transmission
or hydraulic system, I personally recommend
the use of a proper oil soluble & compatible assembly lubricant such as Torco Engine Assembly Lube or Cam Lube PN:A550055 or
A380000.

These photos show how grease is not soluble in motor
oil, even at temperatures above 375° (F). Left White
Lithium Grease, Proper assembly Lube, Extreme
Pressure / High Temperature Grease.

In concluding the grease subject, it is
important to note some areas where grease
should not be used.

Gooey Old Grease - A Basic Understanding Of Lubricating Grease
By Chris Real, CLS ©2000
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Coiner Racing At The AMA West National Hare Scrambles
Location: Gorman CA
Conditions: Hot and Dusty
Class: B Open
Coiner Racing headed down to Quail Canyon MX park to contest Rnd 3 of the AMA
West National Hare Scrambles. Jeremy is currently sitting in 3rd in the series after
the first two rounds. He suffered bike issues from the previous two races which held back his final results,
but Sunday would be different.
When the Green Flag Dropped, Jeremy's Mach1, SRT, SixfiveO
backed KTM 300 launched off the line for a great hole shot. Jeremy never looked back and lead the race wire to wire and ended
up winning his class, B Open, by over 5 minutes and taking 49th
OA including the Pros and A riders. Probably one of his best races
I've seen him ride.
Pitting was done easily with our IMS quick dumps, and 100%
Goggles. Traction wasn't an issue with those new Kenda Tires.
Good Ambassador for sport:
Jeremy has a good friend that he grew up with that was recently
diagnosed with Stage 4 Cancer. Jeremy has been sporting the
"Ride for Davis" jersey as his last couple of races, and will continue to do so in support of his friend who is battling day to day
with this lift threatening disease. It was Jeremy's idea for the jersey and I couldn't be more proud of him for doing this!
Jeremy

Charlie Coiner
Racer Dad
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Not a member? Wanna be?
There are three easy ways to
join or renew your membership. Act now and ride with
the best in the west.

Join District 36
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A Sound Argument For Less Noise
Dirt Rider Original Article By: Sean Klinger
Featuring the amazing Chris Real and our very own Ed Santin.

Courtesy of:

“It’s racing. Let them be as loud as they want!”
While it isn’t very difficult to persuade trail riders and offroaders that excessive sound is detrimental to the overall
existence of dirt bikes, convincing those who only ride on a
track is a different story… Or is it? The response above displays the sentiment of many motocross fans, enthusiasts,
and racers yet this way of thinking leads us down a scary,
yet preventable path.
Chris Real, President of DPS Technical, Inc. , and general
Motorcycle Sound Guru, has the unfortunate task of telling
hopeful potential track owners that their dream just isn’t
going to happen.”
“When guys say that competition bikes should be as loud
as they want, I ask those guys two questions,” Chris explains. “Name 10 tracks that have been closed down since you’ve been riding, and they normally have no problem.
Here in Southern California, there’s Carlsbad Raceway, Saddleback, Corona, Anza, Dos Rios, and the list goes on.
Then I ask name just five that have opened. And they can’t.”
“We can measure the sound of a bike at 50 feet, then I
can tell you approximately how loud that bike will be at
100 feet, 200, 500, 1,000, 3,000 feet… We can run a
projection. And our target is, most communities have an
ordinance that says, ‘You shall not have noise levels
above X at the property line.” Chris explains. “The benefit
of this to the Dirt Rider reader, manufacturer, distributer,
parts supplier, consumer, race track, or city planner, is
that sound testing can provide guidance, and when sound
is managed properly, motorized recreation can fit into
communities. This instrument that I use is the same one
the Bureau of Land Management, US Forest Service, California State Parks, and the AMA uses. Tickets are issued
using this machine.”
continued next page……..
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While noise issues aren’t always the only culprit, they are typically the main complaint.
“Three soldiers come marching out that we have to
do battle with any time a new track wants to open or
people start complaining about an existing track,”
Chris continues. “The first is always noise, then dust,
then traffic. Traffic is the easiest concern to deal with
because you just explain that people will be arriving
at the track after most people are at work, then leaving before they get home. With proper application of
water with hoses and trucks, dust is pretty easy to
deal with as well. It’s noise that is hard to deal with.”
Chris explains that dirt bikes, especially four-strokes
don’t blend into the acoustic environment that well.
As the company that is hired by manufacturers to do
EPA sound testing, DPS Technical has the equipment
and scientific authority to take the most accurate
readings possible and put together models showing
the acoustic impact of a certain track.
As far as professional racing in professional venues,
Chis says, sound levels also have to be in check for
the safety of the employees and spectators. Noise
exposure is regulated by the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration and every employee in
any given stadium has to be covered by workman’s
compensation insurance, paid by the venue owner,
so that is one direct financial impact of loud bikes.
Plus, the spectator who is about 50 feet from the
track is going to have, “noise exposure, sound levels that are average, not peak, but average for a 20
minute moto, more than a 100 dB sustained: that’s
not healthy.” Chris says.
“Special Ed” Santin

Ultimately, the argument that loud bikes are fine,
spectators know the risks, and we are all adults and
make can make the decision on how loud our race
bikes should be just doesn’t hold water. As riders,
we are grossly outnumbered by non-riders and that
massive majority says that they don’t want tracks
around them because they are too loud. Which
leads to one last question; what good is that 1-2 hp
extra a pipe can give your bike when you can’t ride
it anywhere?

District 36 News
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Did You Know…..
Motorcycle sound has become an issue that must be addressed. Loud motorcycles give the nonOHV public a reason to complain and more to the point, a reason for some to call for ousting
motorcycles from our already established riding areas, on both public and private land. If you
think your motorcycle is loud then it probably is.
Pop quiz: You have two motorcycles that register 100 decibels each. How many 93-decible
motorcycles does it take to produced as much noise as the two 100-decibel bikes?
Answer: Two 100-decibel motorcycles are more noticeable than eight 93-decibles bikes.

Bring The Writer In You Out Of The Closet
Do you want to become famous? Want famous. But it could happen. At the least
your story published? Well then lets' do you'll be famous to us and your friends!
it!
Send your stories and / or tech hints to Bill
Do you have a good riding and / or racing at: d36newsletter@gmail.com. Don't forstory to tell? Silly question I know, be- get to include photos if you have them,
cause we all have them. You know the especially for technical advice.
one I mean, the favorite one you love to
Now the fine print: We reserve the right to reject or
tell around the campfire. Yea, that one.
do minor editing. We will not accept stories where
you describe riding in illegal areas, damaging property or person(s), naming persons that may be doing
this or describing something detrimental to mar the
image of OHV riding and racing. We will not accept stories that appear as advertising, either blatantly or surreptitiously.

Or maybe you have a really easy way to
make a certain repair such as when bleeding brakes or a shortcut or special technique to cleaning that air cleaner? Race
tuning your suspension? Troubleshooting
a sick motor? How about riding tips such
OK then...Let it happen.
as how to ride across an off-camber hill- (submission info see last page of this issue)
side trail or crossing a log that's slick and
at a 45 degree angle to the trail?
Want to share it with us?
Our offer.....Send us your stories and include a few photos and we'll publish it in
our newsletter. You have read others' stories and enjoyed them so let’s get yours
out there for the rest of us to enjoy.
Oh, and I kinda doubt you will become

Pop Quiz answer:
None. They all flew away
Wouldn’t you fly if someone was
shooting at you?
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Next Newsletter Issue: July 1, 2015
Submission Deadline:
June 1, 2015
Send Submissions to: d36newsletter@gmail.com
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